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SYNTHETIC FUEL AND METHODS FOR
PRODUCING SYNTHETIC FUEL

exceeding air pollution limits. Additionally, the ash fusion

Application No. 60/185,144, ?led Feb. 25, 2000 and by US.
Provisional Application No. 60/191,911, ?led Mar. 24, 2000.

temperature of the coal is signi?cantly reduced leading to a
tendency to form slag around the burner. The production of
slag in this manner increases burner maintenance and, in
severe cases, leads to the burner being shut doWn completely
so the slag can be removed. Finally, the practice of adding

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

lime and cement binders in a dry state to coal can result in
a exothermic reaction, Which causes the coal to ignite after

This application claims the bene?t of US. Provisional

the briquets are placed in storage. Such storage pile ?res are
The present invention relates generally to fuel additives
and more speci?cally to the production of synthetic fuel
having a demonstrable chemical change.

a safety and environmental concern as Well as a Waste of fuel

material. Due to poWer plant burner fouling and transpor
tation di?iculties, briquetted coal ?nes are noW considered a

less desirable alternative fuel for poWer plants.
In spite of the issues surrounding the use of coal ?ne
briquettes, recent changes in the laW provide incentives for
converting coal Waste into synthetic fuel. To encourage the
use of other fuels and to encourage the cleanup of fugitive

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

There are many environmental challenges associated With
the production of poWer by combustion. The mere acts of

mining and transporting coal to the coal-?red poWer plants
results in the generation of tons of coal ?nes (fugitive
particles of coal dust). For the most part, these ?nes are not
directly usable, and therefore large quantities of material are
Wasted and represent a environmental haZard and expensive
disposal problem. Typically, coal ?nes are disposed of at or
near the mine site in unsightly piles, trenches, or ponds.
Currently, there are over tWo billion tons of discarded coal

coal ?nes and other high BTU matter that can be used as

fuel, Section 29 of the IRS Tax Code provides tax credits for
20

synthetic fuels produced from coal, municipal Waste or
biomass in a synthetic fuel plant. A signi?cant tax credit is
given to synthetic fuel plants based on the amount of

synthetic fuel they utiliZe and its heating value. The code
provisions Were enacted to provide incentives to recover
25

Waste coal ?nes currently stored in holding ponds around the

?nes throughout the United States. While a portion of coal

country, to recover the heating value from the voluminous

?nes can be combined With coarser fractions of mine pro

amounts of municipal Waste generated annually, to provide

duction for sale, the inclusion of ?nes often reduces the

an incentive to substitute biomass for coal, petroleum and

quality of the product beloW market requirements. Accord

natural gas during the generation of electricity, and to reduce
reliance on foreign fuel sources. Synthetic fuel plants that
qualify for this tax credit can produce fuel for loWer prices.

ingly, coal ?nes handling, storage and disposal operations

30

represent a signi?cant and unproductive expense for the

industry.

Power plants can then purchase this inexpensive synthetic

One approach to addressing the problem of coal Waste is

fuel and thereby not utiliZe natural resources and have an

to form the ?nes into briquettes, Which can be transported to

poWer plants easily and once there, utiliZed ef?ciently. In the

incentive to substitute coal, biomass, or municipal Waste for
35

recent past, briquetting Was thought to be the most desirable
Way to handle coal ?nes. Regrettably, poWer plants that used

briquetted coal ?nes have had many handling problems
associated With attempts to burn these products. These
problems have been attributed to the methods of briquet

40

manufacturing.
Generally, briquets are formed in tWo Ways; either With a

large amount of hydrocarbon or inorganic binder. Typically,
in the case of hydrocarbon binders, asphalt cement or asphalt
emulsions are mixed With the Waste coal ?nes at levels

45

above 5 percent by Weight of the coal ?nes and then
compressed into pellets or briquets. PoWer plants that utiliZe
these briquets ?nd buildup due to sticking of asphalt and
coal ?nes on coal conveying equipment. Sticking in the
bottom cone portion of the silo is a particular problem
because it reduces fuel ?oW from the silo, Which results in
additional maintenance and reduced fuel ?oW. From the silo,
the coal is passed through a siZe reduction mill to produce
coal dust, Which is then typically pneumatically conveyed to

50

the burner noZZle. Because of the increased temperature in

55

pollution control equipment resulting in the increased risk of

as those of combustible. In simple terms, absorption of
infrared radiation occurs When the frequency of vibration of
tWo atoms that are bound together by covalent or hydrogen
bonding corresponds to the frequency of the radiation With
Which the sample is irradiated. The frequency at Which a pair
of bonded atoms oscillate is governed primarily by the
identity of the atoms and, to a lesser extent, by their bonding
environment, i.e., neighboring atoms or groups to Which
they are attached. Thus, an infrared spectrum can provide
precise qualitative and semi-quantitative information on the
nature of the molecular bonding Within a given sample.

Further, since infrared radiation is absorbed only by molecu
lar bonds as opposed to individual atoms, changes in such
absorption can be attributed to alterations in the molecular

the mill, the asphalt becomes sticky, and briquets that are
bound With hydrocarbon take on a talfy consistency rather
than being reduced to poWder. The result is reduced fuel ?oW
through the mill and less fuel reaching the burner.
A second Way to briquet is to use an inorganic binder, such
as lime (calcium oxide or calcium hydroxide) or portland
cement. These inorganic binders are normally added at
concentrations of about 5 percent to 10 percent by Weight of
the coal ?nes. One problem With these binders is that they
signi?cantly reduce the heating value of the coal and
increase the ash of the coal. This increases the loading on the

imported petroleum and natural gas.
Synthetic fuel is combustible material that has undergone
“chemical change.” This chemical change is generally deter
mined utiliZing chemical analysis equipment. Infrared spec
troscopy (FTIR) is the method of choice for identifying
changes in the molecular bonding or organic matrices such

structure. This method is particularly sensitive to absorption

by organic components and is useful for many inorganic
components, though, in general, the sensitivity is not as great
60

for the latter.
Of course, utiliZing synthetic fuel and obtaining a tax
credit cannot be counterproductive for poWer plants, or the
plants Will not be motivated to take steps to seek the tax

credit. Therefore, obtaining and utiliZing synthetic fuel is
just the beginning of a poWer plant’s ?scal concerns. In
order to run e?iciently, the poWer plant coal burner must
65

utiliZe coal crushed to a uniform siZe and maintain a constant

temperature. If the coal burner temperature is too loW, slag
Will form in the burner. Slag periodically needs to be cleaned
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out of the burner causing the burner to be shut doWn during

this level of asphalt. The high cost of this level of asphalt
addition is also a major expense in the synthetic fuel

the cleaning procedure. The more slag that is produced, the

production.

more doWn time a coal burner Will have. The ultimate goal
in coal-?red poWer plants is to maintain a constant through

The second additive, polymeric precursors, suffers from
an inability to consistently induce the prerequisite chemical
change. The cost of polymeric precursors is a signi?cant

put of coal While maintaining a constant temperature,
thereby producing poWer in the most e?icient manner.
Inef?cient burning or doWn time because of increased slag

economic deterrent.
The prior art in the ?eld of fuel additives for poWer plants

causes the coal plant operators to utiliZe more natural
resources in the form of coal to produce energy than Would

has focused primarily on binding coal ?nes into strong, high
BTU briquettes. Polymeric precursors and asphalt Were

be necessary if the coal-?red plant Was burning coal effi

ciently.

often selected as binders because they have excellent bind
ing characteristics and do not loWer BTU value of the fuel.

Of course, even When burning ef?ciently, coal-producing
poWer plants are notorious for the environmental pollutants

Because binding the coal particles together Was the goal of

they produce. The burning of coal produces Priority Air
Pollutants. These compounds include particulate matter,
NOX, and SOX. Typically, most of these compounds are
reduced from the stack emissions of the coal poWer plant by
doWnstream and upstream environmental techniques. These
techniques include the use of baghouses to trap particulate
matter or scrubbers to trap SOX, NOX. Upstream techniques

this technology, the focus has been on providing a strong
briquette With a high BTU value. These tWo parameters
often necessitated the use of organic compounds because of
there high BTU CiH bonds. HoWever, the draWback of

using organic compounds have been discussed above. More

include the desulfuriZation of coal or using loW-sulfur

over, the organic compounds must be used in high amounts
to bind coal, and at these high levels produce signi?cant
process handling problems for the poWer plant due to

content coal as a fuel source.

sticking buildup and fuel ?oW problems.

20

Along With utiliZing synthetic fuel to gain the direct
economic bene?t of a tax credit, it is certainly a goal of

poWer plants to increase ef?ciency by reducing burner doWn

Much of the prior art uses varying levels of inorganic and
25

time and to decrease costs associated With pollutant emis
sions. Generally, through a type of market control program

under the Clean Air Act, poWer plants pay to emit pollutants.
Typically, pollution credits are purchased yearly at a market
price. If the oWner does not use their credits, it can then sell

30

them, usually for a pro?t. This type of market control makes
it economically bene?cial for poWer plants to reduce emis

Patent GB 2181449 by Billclilfe et al. discloses the use of
carbon dioxide, and either calcium oxide or calcium hydrox
ide at high levels in combination With a combustible mate
rial such as coal. US. Pat. No. 4,219,519 to Goksel discloses
the use of calcium oxide or calcium hydroxide and silica to

form briquettes from carbonaceous ?nes. Adding lime, lime
stone or dolomite and ?y ash to ?nely divided coal as a

binder to form durable pellets and agglomerates from ?nely

sions.

Lastly, of extreme importance to poWer plants, is the BTU

organic compounds to form briquettes. For example, UK

35

divided coal is disclosed in US. Pat. No. 4,230,460 to Moss.
US. Pat. No. 4,863,485 to Shaffer describes the use of

value of the fuel. This is the amount of energy that can be

polyvinyl alcohol and calcium oxide or magnesium oxide

generated upon combustion. If the incoming fuel is too loW
in BTU value, the bumer’s throughput Will be increased
proportionally and burner doWn time Will be more frequent.
This concern, along With loWering emissions, and decreas
ing doWn time, creates a challenge to provide synthetic fuel
for poWer plants. Certainly, it is in the best interest of poWer
plants to utiliZe synfuel in order to obtain the immediate
bene?t of discounted fuel costs. If the synfuel also increased

and Water to form briquettes out of ?ne coal. US. Pat. No.

40

ef?ciency by loWering doWn time and burning to complete
combustion While also loWering the production of priority

45

5,264,007 to Lask discloses the use, by Way of example, of
a lime and ?nely divided coke pitch to bind coal.

Each of these approaches employs high levels of inor
ganic lime, calcium hydroxide, or magnesium oxide. It is
clear that the use of high levels of these compounds in fuel
loWers ash fusion temperatures. The loWer ash fusion tem

perature results in slag build up that ultimately requires the

air pollutants, the cost of producing poWer Would decrease

more frequent fuel burner maintenance and, in extreme
cases, can result in such a large buildup that the burner needs
to be shut doWn for cleaning. This can result in a utility not

substantially.

meeting its electric demand requiring the purchase of elec

Currently, a limited number of materials are being used
for synthetic fuel production, none of Which are completely

tricity from other utilities. This is an expensive risk for
poWer plants When one considers that during these days of

50

utility deregulation the poWer plant operator Will be forced

effective. Examples include asphalt or asphalt emulsions,
latex chemicals, and a proprietary polymeric material.

to purchase poWer for its customers at high market rates.
Moreover, the cost of additives are prohibitively expensive.

Asphalt has been a more commonly used additive and

provides a chemical change in the fuel product via the
formation of hydrogen bonds betWeen the asphalt and coal
particles. HoWever, this material suffers from several draW
backs: (l) the requirement that a much as 5 percent by

Additionally, the high lime concentration reduces heating
55

value and the resulting ash increases the loading on air
pollution equipment. In the ?rst instance the use of high
levels of inorganic compounds in the synthetic fuel causes
burners to be taken off line more frequently. In a second

Weight must be added in order to induce a consistent

instance, the use of expensive inorganics and organics as

measurable change, so it is a costly additive; (2) the required
chemical interaction does not occur With all coals, so it

60

cannot be relied upon; and (3) the end-users, generally utility
companies, encounter dif?culties With crushing the synthetic
fuel due to the high level of asphalt, Which tends to clog the
milling equipment, as discussed above, causing the fuel How
to decrease thereby reducing energy output. Market forces

65

binders that do not reduce fusion temperature is cost pro
hibitive.
US. Pat. No. 6,013,116 to Major et al. is directed toWards
inducing a chemical alteration in synthetic fuel in order to

qualify for IRS Section 29 tax credits. HoWever, Major et al.
is primarily focused on utiliZing a binder for improved

driven by the latter disadvantage results in a substantial

structural integrity in fuel briquettes or pellets. Further, this

discount in price for the sale of synthetic fuels produced With

invention relies primarily upon lignosulfonate as a binder.

US 7,282,072 B2
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Lignosulfonate is a relatively inexpensive Waste product of
the paper-making industry. It generally has a high BTU

about 0.1 percent and about 1.0 percent. In a preferred
embodiment the amount is betWeen about 0.2 percent and
about 0.75 percent. In some embodiments, the compositions
include Water and/or carbon dioxide. The chemical change

value but since it adds sulfur to the fuel, its use results in

higher SO,C emissions and the resulting need to purchase,
rather than sell, priority air pollutant credits.

additives include calcium oxide, calcium hydroxide magne

sium oxide, magnesium hydroxide, oxides of dolomite,

As the above has illustrated, the prior art utiliZes additives
at such high levels that the economic bene?t of any fore
seeable tax credit given for using synthetic fuel Would be

hydroxides of dolomite or mixtures thereof. The solid fuel

materials include petroleum hydrocarbon, such as, asphalt,
tall oil, molasses, or other combustible liquid hydrocarbon,

lost due to other inefficiencies and costs. As a result, the

prior art does not solve the problem of providing a high BTU
synthetic fuel that has consistently veri?able chemical
change, thereby alloWing the economic advantage of a tax
credit While at the same time loWering pollution emissions
Without reducing poWer generation rate from the electric

emulsi?cations thereof and combinations thereof.
Another aspect of the invention is a method for preparing

synthetic fuel, comprising mixing a chemical change addi
tive With a combustible material to produce synthetic fuel.
The additive is present in an amount of less than about 1

utility.

percent by-Weight of the synthetic fuel and is selected from
the group consisting of alkaline earth oxides, alkaline earth
hydroxides and mixtures thereof.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

In accordance With another aspect of the invention, a

synthetic fuel composition is provided. The composition

In accordance With the present invention, a method for

preparing synthetic fuel is provided. The method comprises

20

mixing a chemical change additive With a solid fuel material
to produce synthetic fuel. The additive is present in an
amount of less than about 1 percent by-Weight of the

synthetic fuel and is selected from the group consisting of
alkaline earth oxides, alkaline earth hydroxides and mixtures
thereof. In a speci?c embodiment, the chemical change

by-Weight of the synthetic fuel composition and is selected
from the group consisting of alkaline earth oxides, alkaline
earth hydroxides and mixtures thereof.
25

oxide, magnesium hydroxide, oxides of dolomite, hydrox
30

of coal and up to 60 percent of biomass

In a particular embodiment, the chemical change additive
is present in an amount betWeen about 0.1 percent and about
1.0 percent by-Weight of the synthetic fuel. In some cases,

35

the preferred amount of chemical change additive is betWeen
about 0.20 percent and about 0.75 percent by-Weight of the
synthetic fuel. In still other embodiments, the additive is
present in an amount betWeen about 0.3 percent and about

40

0.4 percent. In one particular embodiment, the additive is

present at about 0.375 percent by Weight of the synthetic fuel

product.
In a particular embodiment, the chemical change additive
includes about 75 to 95 percent Water. In yet another

45

embodiment, the chemical change additive is sprayed onto
the solid fuel material. Preferably, the resulting synthetic
fuel is alloWed to cure at ambient pressure and temperature.

In a related embodiment, the synthetic fuel is exposed to
carbon dioxide to enhance the chemical reaction.
In another embodiment, the method includes adding a

50

carbon, such as, asphalt, tall oil, molasses, or other com

bustible liquid hydrocarbon, emulsi?cations thereof and
55

is in an amount betWeen approximately 0.5 and 1.5 percent
60

Such composition consists essentially of one part by Weight
chemical change additive selected from the group consisting
of alkaline earth oxides, alkaline earth hydroxides or mix
tures thereof; and betWeen about 3 parts and about 20 parts
by Weight Water. In a particular embodiment the composi
tion also includes 2 parts organic compound Which is
petroleum hydrocarbon, such as, asphalt, or tall oil, molas
ses, or other combustible liquid hydrocarbon, emulsi?ca

The composition consists essentially of one part by Weight
chemical change additive selected from the group consisting

Weight Water, and about 2 parts organic compound selected
from the group consisting of asphalt, tall oil, molasses,
liquid hydrocarbon, emulsi?cations thereof and combina
that When used by poWer plants increases the ef?ciency of

by-Weight of the synthetic fuel composition and selected
embodiment, the additive is present in an amount betWeen

emulsi?cations thereof and combinations thereof.
Another aspect of the invention includes a composition
for use in converting solid fuel products to synthetic fuel.

tions thereof.
One object of the invention is to provide a synthetic fuel

comprising solid fuel material and a chemical change addi
tive present in an amount of less than about 1 percent

from the group consisting of alkaline earth oxides, alkaline
earth hydroxides and mixtures thereof. In a particular

for use in converting solid fuel products to synthetic fuel.
The composition consisting essentially of a 25 percent by
Weight aqueous solution of a chemical change additive
selected from the group consisting of alkaline earth oxides,
alkaline earth hydroxides or mixtures thereof, and 40 percent
by Weight organic compound selected from the group con
sisting of petroleum hydrocarbon, such as, asphalt, or tall
oil, molasses, or other combustible liquid hydrocarbon,

of alkaline earth oxides, alkaline earth hydroxides or mix
tures thereof; betWeen about 3 parts and about 20 parts by

less than about 3.0 percent by-Weight of the synthetic fuel.
In another related embodiment, the petroleum hydrocarbon

by-Weight of the synthetic fuel.
In another aspect, a synthetic fuel composition is provided

alkaline earth hydroxides or mixtures thereof.
A further aspect of the invention includes a composition

tions thereof and combinations thereof.
A further aspect of the invention includes a composition
for use in converting solid fuel products to synthetic fuel.

second chemical change additive, such as petroleum hydro
combinations thereof into the blending system. In a related
embodiment, the petroleum hydrocarbon is in an amount of

In another aspect of the invention, a composition for use

in converting solid fuel products to synthetic fuel is pro
vided. The composition consists essentially of a 25 percent
by-Weight aqueous solution of a chemical change additive
selected from the group consisting of alkaline earth oxides,

additive is calcium oxide, calcium hydroxide magnesium
ides of dolomite or mixtures thereof.
In some embodiments of this invention, the solid fuel
material is a Waster material, such as coal ?nes. In other
embodiments, the solid fuel material can is coal, or a mixture

includes a combustible material and a chemical change
additive present in an amount of less than about 1 percent

65

poWer production, and at the same time reduces air pollutant
emissions.
A further object of this invention is to provide a synthetic
fuel that Will burn at temperatures high enough to avoid the

US 7,282,072 B2
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build up of slag in the burner that ultimately leads to the
increased maintenance time associated With the use of prior

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

synthetic fuels.
For the purposes of promoting an understanding of the
principles of the invention, reference noW Will be made to

Another object of the invention is to provide a synthetic
fuel and a method for its production that is cost ef?cient.
Another object of the invention is to provide a method for
producing a synthetic fuel that uses a chemical change
additive that Work With all coals and Will result in a

the embodiments illustrated in the draWings and speci?c
language Will be used to describe the same. It Will never
theless be understood that no limitation of the scope of the

invention is thereby intended. The invention includes any
alterations and further modi?cations in the illustrated
devices and describes methods and further applications of
the principles of the invention Which Would normally occur

consistent and independently veri?able chemical change.
DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES

to one skilled in the art to Which the invention relates.

The present invention provides synthetic fuels, additives

FIG. 1 is an FTIR spectral comparison of synthetic fuel
starting materials to a synthetic fuel of this invention shoW

and methods for making synthetic fuels. This invention

addresses the shortcomings of prior art by providing: (1)

ing’la clear chemical change betWeen approximately 2750

methods and materials for producing synthetic fuel having a

cm and 3750 cm_l.

FIG. 2 is an FTIR spectral comparison of synthetic fuel
starting materials to the synthetic fuel of FIG. 1 shoWing a
clear chemical change betWeen approximately 900 cm“1 and
1500 cm“.
FIG. 3 is an FTIR spectral comparison shoWing a clear

chemical change betWeen approximately 2750 cm“1 and
3750 cm-1 of synthetic fuel starting materials and a synthetic

consistent and independently veri?able chemical change, (2)
20

a preselected chemical change additive that Works With all
coal materials, (3) a signi?cant cost savings over currently
available methods, (4) a chemical additive that burns effi

ciently thus increasing the ef?ciency of poWer production,
(5) a chemical additive that reduces the amount of Priority

Air Pollutants emitted by coal-?red poWer plants, and (6)
25

synthetic fuels that are an attractive alternative to imported

fuel of this invention.
FIG. 4 is an FTIR spectral comparison shoWing a clear

petroleum thereby reducing US. power plant reliance on

chemical change betWeen approximately 1200 cm-1 and
1750 cm“1 of synthetic fuel starting materials and the

In one embodiment, a method for preparing a synthetic
fuel of the present invention includes mixing a chemical
change additive With solid combustible materials to produce

synthetic fuel of FIG. 3.
FIG. 5 is an FTIR spectral comparison shoWing a clear

foreign suppliers.
30

synthetic fuel. The chemical change additive is present in the
synthetic fuel in an amount less than about 1 percent

chemical change betWeen approximately 810 cm“1 and 940
cm“1 of synthetic fuel starting materials and the synthetic

by-Weight of the synthetic fuel. Preferably, the chemical

fuel of FIG. 3.

FIG. 6 is an FTIR spectral comparison demonstrating

35

chemical change betWeen synthetic fuel starting materials

an amount of 0.20-0.75%. In one particularly preferred
embodiment, the additive is present in an amount of about

and a synthetic fuel of this invention at approximately 875

cm_l.
FIG. 7 is an FTIR spectral comparison of synthetic fuel
starting materials to the synthetic fuel of FIG. 6 shoWing a

40

clear chemical change betWeen approximately 1320 cm“1
and 1650 cm“.
FIG. 8 is an FTIR spectral comparison of synthetic fuel
starting materials to the synthetic fuel of FIG. 6 demonstrat

The combustible materials to be transformed into syn

thetic fuel upon addition of the chemical change additive
45

FIG. 9 is an FTIR spectral comparison of synthetic fuel
starting materials to a synthetic fuel of this invention dem

coal or coal ?nes but can also include municipal Wastes or
50

biomass. Certain embodiments of the present invention
include the partial substitution of coal ?nes With municipal
Wastes, biomass or the like at levels of about 1 to about 50

or 60 percent by-Weight of the ?nal synthetic fuel product.
55

ing chemical change at approximately 3420 cm_l.

HoWever, any suitable combustible material is contem
plated. This substitution alloWs for the utiliZation of other
fuel sources that may qualify for the Section 29 tax credit.

It is presently preferred that the particle siZe of the selected

FIG. 12 is an FTIR spectral comparison of synthetic fuel
starting materials to a synthetic fuel of the present invention

combustible material described herein be less than about 3
inches in diameter.
The chemical change additive is selected from the group

demonstrating chemical change at approximately 875 cm-1

strating chemical change at approximately 3420 cm_l.

include solid fuel materials or products such as carbon
aceous materials With suf?cient BTU value to be used by
poWer generation plants, coke ovens, steel mills or other

furnace dependent industries. These materials are typically

onstrating chemical change at approximately 875 cm“.

FIG. 13 is an FTIR spectral comparison of synthetic fuel
starting materials to the synthetic fuel of FIG. 12 shoWing
chemical change betWeen approximately 1320 cm-1 and
1650 cm_l.
FIG. 14 is an FTIR spectral comparison of synthetic fuel
starting materials to the synthetic fuel of FIG. 12 demon

0.3 percent to about 0.4 percent by-Weight of the synthetic
fuel product. Another preferred amount is 0.375 percent
chemical change additive by-Weight of the synthetic fuel

product.

ing chemical change at approximately 3420 cm“.

FIG. 10 is an FTIR spectral comparison of synthetic fuel
starting materials to the synthetic fuel of FIG. 9 shoWing
chemical change betWeen approximately 1320 cm-1 and
1650 cm_l.
FIG. 11 is an FTIR spectral comparison of synthetic fuel
starting materials to the synthetic fuel of FIG. 9 demonstrat

change additive is present in the synthetic fuel in an amount
betWeen about 0.2 percent and about 1 percent by-Weight of
the synthetic fuel. Most preferably, the additive is present in

consisting of alkaline earth oxides, alkaline earth hydroxides
and mixtures thereof. The alkaline earths can be character
iZed as metals that burn brightly When heated in oxygen to
form their corresponding White oxides. These metals are
65

generally magnesium, calcium, strontium and barium. The
oxides and hydroxides of these metals can be used in any
combination as the chemical change additive. Dolomite is

US 7,282,072 B2
9
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one example of a naturally occurring combination of alka

coal or coal ?nes, Wherein the composition comprises the
preselected chemical change additive in an aqueous slurry or
emulsion prepared from tall oil. In one presently preferred
embodiment, the chemical change additive is calcium
hydroxide or calcium oxide, and the concentration of the

line earths that can be used as the chemical additive of the

present invention. Any suitable alkaline earth oxide, hydrox
ides or combinations thereof Will be obvious to those having
ordinary skill in the art.
It is contemplated that persons of ordinary skill in the art
Will understand the equilibrium of alkaline earth oxides.
These compounds readily convert from the oxide form to the

calcium oxide or calcium hydroxide is betWeen about 0.2

percent and about 1 percent by-Weight, and the concentra
tion of the tall oil is betWeen about 0.5 percent to about 3

hydroxide form in the presence of air or Water. They are
more stable in the hydroxide form in Water. HoWever,

percent by-Weight of the ?nal synthetic fuel product. It Will
also be appreciated by one of skill in the art that other

eventually the compounds Will convert to the carbonate
form, in the case of calcium, limestone.
In one embodiment, the present invention provides a

combustible materials can be substituted to a certain extent

for the coal ?nes as solid fuel Waste. One embodiment

includes the addition of coal tar pitch, biomass or municipal

method and composition for synthetic fuel production Where
the chemical change additive is calcium based, (e.g., cal

Waste to the composition comprising the preselected chemi

cium hydroxide or calcium oxide), and is delivered to a

mixing vessel or system in dry form for combination With
coal or coal ?nes or other carbonaceous fuel source, carbon

dioxide and inherent or added moisture to form the synthetic

fuel of the present invention.
There are a variety of Ways in Which the chemical change
additive can be combined With the coal ?nes. The simplest
is the simultaneous injection or combination of coal, dry

20

cal change additive for admixing With coal or coal ?nes to
produce the synthetic fuel as set forth herein.
Another preferred method of addition of the chemical
change additive Would be by utiliZing a composition com
prised of an aqueous slurry of the chemical change additive
as described above With an emulsion of asphalt, tall oil,

molasses, or other combustible liquid hydrocarbon, then

injecting this composite liquid in composition into the
25

blending system. This manner of injection is preferred as it

additive, Water, and carbon dioxide to the entry of a screW

provides a more uniform coverage of the coal or fuel

blender, plug mill or any other blending systems currently
used by the qualifying synthetic fuel plants. An embodiment
of the present invention contemplates that the dry additive

particles and, in turn, a more extensive reaction. The ratios
used in this embodiment can be adjusted to provide a

can be slurried With Water in the range of 3 to 20 parts Water

30

to one part additive by-Weight prior to being injected or
sprayed into the blender Where it is mixed With the coal or
other combustible fuels and carbon dioxide. In this embodi
ment, it is not necessary to add Water to the blender or plug
mill because the Water in the slurry is suf?cient to activate

the liquid hydrocarbon emulsion.
35

the chemical change additive. In this embodiment, the
chemical change additive may also be mixed by spraying
directly onto the combustible material Without the aid of a
mill or blender. In this embodiment it is preferred that the

preferred ?nal concentration range in the synthetic fuel
product of 0.25 percent to 0.75 percent by-Weight of the
chemical change additive, e.g., calcium hydroxide or cal
cium oxide, and from 0.5 percent to 3 percent by-Weight of

40

Compositions of the invention that include a second,
organic additive may further comprise a surfactant or emul
sifying agent added at a ?nal concentration of betWeen about

0.05 percent to about 1 percent by-Weight of the liquid
hydrocarbon or hydrocarbon emulsion. Suitable surfactants
are knoWn in the art.

chemical change additive, once slurried With Water, be

The addition of carbon dioxide in gaseous form directly to

mixed With the solid fuel product quickly, preferably Within
24 hours of slurry preparation.
Although the present invention does not require binders at
high concentrations the invention contemplates combining

the blending system enhances the observed reactions,
although, for most operations, there is suf?cient atmosphere
45

the inorganic additives of this invention With a small con

additive in order to drive the reaction. This moisture may be
obtained from the coal or substituted combustible fuels if
these materials contain suf?cient moisture or may be added

centration of a second, organic additive. For example, the
second additive can be an undiluted liquid, aqueous slurry or

emulsion prepared from asphalt or another hydrocarbon

50

source. The advantage of this embodiment is enhancement

55

handling problems that are typical of briquetted fuels having
high hydrocarbon content.
In one presently preferred embodiment, the preselected
chemical change additive is calcium hydroxide or calcium
oxide, and the concentration of the calcium oxide or calcium

60

hydroxide is betWeen about 0.2 percent to about 1 percent
by-Weight, and the concentration of the asphalt is betWeen
about 0.5 percent and 3 percent by-Weight of the ?nal

synthetic fuel product.

during blending if the fuel is dry.
The methods disclosed may be e?iciently conducted at
ambient temperatures and pressures such that the combina
tion of the starting components are produced and the com

of chemical change Without adding high levels of hydrocar
bon. In fact, synthetic fuel With the loW levels of hydrocar
bon contemplated in this embodiment exhibit feW of the

carbon dioxide to drive the reaction Without the addition of

this gas. Moisture is needed to hydrate the chemical change

position produces a consistent and measurable change
detectable in the synthetic fuel so produced. Ambient tem
peratures and pressures include room temperature and pres
sure, outside temperature and pressure, i.e. those tempera
tures and pressures that are not arti?cially induced. In
contrast to the coal briquetting or pelletiZing processes,

compaction, compression, heating or extrusion steps are
unnecessary in order to obtain the prerequisite chemical

change, thereby permitting signi?cantly higher throughput

Also provided by the invention is a composition for

for a given synthetic fuel plant.
The present invention also provides methods of producing

blending With the predetermined starting components, e.g.,

a synthetic fuel having a consistent and measurable change
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